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The Foremost Experts in Laser Scanning & Reality Capture: 


Save time and reduce costs with unmatched precision.


Get a Quote
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Digital Twin & Industry 4.0: 


The most accurate representation of reality, providing the foundation for building data standards at your highest value.
							


Discover More
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Comprehensive Industrial Engineering and Operations Consulting Services to help your 							


organization’s productivity initiatives succeed.


Learn More
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Your Partner in Productivity Improvement





40+
Years of Experience








8000+
Projects Completed








700+
Happy Clients










PMC Expertise Areas
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Laser Scanning & Digital Twins



Learn More
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Industrial Engineering Consulting



Learn More
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Simulation Modeling



Learn More
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Steel Detailing



Learn More
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Advanced Manufacturing Engineering



Learn More
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IT & Engineering Staffing



Learn More







Our People
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The PMC team brings together specialists across a wide range of 3D reality capture, engineering, and IT services. Our people deliver exceptional service with fast response time, technical expertise, and long-term client commitment.






Experience You Can Trust
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Our full-service, in-house team works together to meet the unique demands of each project. Working side by side, discipline leaders exchange insights to uncover new opportunities for efficiency. This rigorous collaboration enables to deliver the most complex projects.






Innovation in Action
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PMC has a rich history of process and technological innovation. Today, we are known not only for skillful execution but also for our ability to build up your team’s technology capabilities. We aim to remain at the forefront of our industry and create ever-smarter solutions that help clients navigate new demands within their field.






Learn More about our Team at PMC







What our Clients Say





“With the help of your employees, we were able to make significant strides in obtaining our corporate objectives and often exceeding them in our journey.”
Senior Operations Manager, North America Automotive OEM




“It is this kind of support that our company needed to help make this project a success and that will keep us coming back to PMI in the future.”
Director of Operations, Major Appliance Manufacturer




“This is just a quick letter to let you know how personally pleased I am with the results of our recent project.”
Proposal Manager, World-wide supplier of Assembly and Test Equipment




“They’ve been with us every step of the design phase, making sure we know how to use the product efficiently and how to get what we need out of the product.”
Projects Engineering Manager, Major Material Handling Company




“By constructing a graphic model, we were able to visualize patient traffic, and determine several operational conditions.”
Business Leader, Health Care Studio, Global EPCM firm









Industry Solutions Across the Globe
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Industrial Manufacturing










Food & Beverage










Warehousing & Logistics










Maritime & Marine










Smart Cities










Featured Projects





	
Wastewater Facility Steel Detailing
Read more
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Wastewater Facility Steel Detailing


	Date
	February 29, 2024






	
Solvent Processing Unit Steel Detailing
Read more
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Solvent Processing Unit Steel Detailing


	Date
	February 29, 2024






	
PMC Case Study | Efficient 3D Laser Scanning for Fast-Food Establishments
Read more
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PMC Case Study | Efficient 3D Laser Scanning for Fast-Food Establishments


	Date
	October 31, 2023


PMC specializes in providing high-volume scanning services for a diverse range of clients, including fast-food chains, fast-casual establishments, cafes, and food markets. Despite the competitive nature of this sector, PMC has secured exclusive contracts for scanning thousands of these locations. 















Webinars & Events



Current Month



									Event Type 

									All
Conference
In-Person Training
Webinar

	
							




















27mar11:00 am11:45 amReduce Complexity & Optimize Operations: Material Handling, Logistics, & Warehousing with Enterprise Dynamics and Digital Twins



07mayAll Day09Secure Your Spot: MODAPTS® Practitioner Certification Training by PMC

			

			
			

					 	
		 		

		 		

		 	

				
			
						
			
Blog Posts


March 12, 2024
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 March 12, 2024
Categories 	Blog





Material Flow and Analysis Explained
Enhancing the flow of both material and information from start to finish can lead to reduced internal logistics costs and increased supply security and flexibility.
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Do you like it?
 Read more



February 28, 2024
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What is 5S and Muda/Mura/Muri?
The concepts of Muda, Mura, and Muri, originally pioneered by Toyota, are instrumental in identifying and eliminating inefficiencies and time-wasting elements in business and production processes. 
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Do you like it?
 Read more



January 25, 2024
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What is Lean Manufacturing? What is Automation?
Lean manufacturing is a value-driven approach that aims to eliminate waste, improve efficiency, and maximize productivity within production processes.It focuses on principles like continuous improvement, waste reduction, and optimizing productivity...
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Do you like it?
 Read more














Your Partner in Productivity Improvement

 

Want to speak with one of our Industrial Engineering, Reality Caputre, or Simulation Experts? Contact us via the form below!
We look forward to helping you achieve your goals.







 














	First Name
	




	Last Name
	




	Company
	




	Email
	




	Phone
	




	RegionSelect
India
Central America
North America
South America
Europe
East Asia


	




	In which services are you interested?BIM/VDC+O/ Digital FMLaser Scanning/ Digital EngineeringSteel DetailingJigs & FixturesQuality Management & Operational ExcellenceIndustrial Engineering/ Operations ConsultingSimulationAdvanced SoftwareIT ServicesOther
	




	How did you found out about us?EmailGoogle SearchBingWord of MouthSocial MediaReferralOther
	




	Anything you would like to add:
	

	
	















				
					

						
							
															

						


					

				

				
			

			
		

		
	







	

				
			
				
          
							
        Subscribe to Our Newsletter

        By subscribing to our newsletter you will receive technology, engineering, and PMC news, plus information on our educational webinars and courses, delivered to your email!
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North America Operations
Dearborn, MI, USA
+1 313-441-4460
Email Us
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			Reach out to our representatives!
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